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Farm Stock is often asked why farmers should sell their lambs through the co-op,
according to Livestock Procurement Officer Jonny Williams. ‘In addition to complete
transparency, low commission rates and management information and benchmarking,
the reality is that on average Farm Stock delivers better prices than many other routes
to the market’ he said.
Weekly prices over 12 months comparing Farm Stock averages with the Scottish
Market SQQ prices published by QMS, clearly illustrate the financial benefit of
selling through the co-op.
Between June and January, Farm
Stock average prices were £1.35/head
better than SQQ
Between August and Christmas, Farm
Stock average prices were £2.06/head
better than SQQ
Between September and October Farm
Stock average prices were £2.53/head
better than SQQ
The Farm Stock averages used include all lamb specifications, from the best Beltex
right through to tup lambs, overweight’s, light hill lambs and those that are over fat
and too lean.
‘The key to Farm Stock’s success lies in two areas’ said Jonny ‘firstly we are often
able to negotiate higher prices with abattoirs and secondly our ability to match lambs
with abattoir demand on the day they are marketed. This combined with low commission rates which averaged just £1.26 per head during the last year, ensures that Farm
Stock provides a very cost effective route to the market’ he concluded.

Top Of The Class
Farm Stock endeavours to find outlets for all types
and weight’s of lambs and hogget’s, and it is
excellent to report the producers within each group
who have achieved the best “in spec” percentages
during the last trading year. These are producers
who have gained the most green and gold sheep on
the Farm Stock grade reporting sheet (the highest %
of E2, E3L R2 and R3L sheep).

Lothian Lamb Limited… Hutton Institute,
Hartwood Home Farm, Lanarkshire… 92 %
Ayrshire Country Lamb Limited…
Crawford, Stuck Farm, Rothesay, Bute… 89%
Scott Country Lamb… RW Moffat,
Wooplaw Farm, Lauder, Scottish Borders…
88%
Galloway Lamb Limited… Gar pel Far ms,
Muirkirk, Ayr… 86 %
Caledonian Organics… Tor housemuir
Farming, Wigtown, Newton Stewart… 82 %
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From the Chairman
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Farm Stock Directors held a full day’s
strategy meeting in January to determine
the future direction of the business. The
strategy meeting was prompted by the
fact that livestock volumes handled
through the business have now plateaued
and have reached capacity in terms of
staff and other resources within the coop.
After much debate and analysis of the
market and Farm Stock’s strengths and
weaknesses, the directors agreed a five
year plan with three main strategic objectives
The strategy plan contains a firm
commitment to grow the business and
potentially offers significant benefits to
group members .
With the directors’ backing we can now
get on with putting the resources in place
to deliver our three strategic objectives.
The strengthening of the fieldsman team,
taking us into a new trading area, and a
major supply chain conference planned
for the autumn are just two examples of
us helping us to deliver a more efficient
supply chain and a better service to our
members.
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Ian Watson, Farm Stock
(Scotland) Ltd Chairman, explains the commitments made by
the board earlier this year

Grow the livestock throughput
The business will continue to handle cattle
but will focus on lamb and will increase the
number of lambs handled each year to
250,000 or around 10% of the available
lambs in Scotland.

Support members to improve
business performance
Whilst maximising net prices through negotiation power, matching stock with abattoir
demand and low cost marketing remains a
priority, Farm Stock has a vast database of
carcass data which if matched with lambing
dates, breeding and other on-farm information could provide a very powerful and
benchmarking management tool. A pilot
project is underway to develop the necessary resources to deliver this service to
members.

Improve supply chain
collaboration
Few would argue that the lamb supply chain
is long, complex and dysfunctional with an
adversarial buy-low and sell-high attitude
prevalent up and down the chain. Farm
Stock believes that improved co-ordination,
efficiency and understanding throughout
the chain can bring substantial benefits to all
concerned.
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Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd Launches
New Management Service to Members

New Member
Service
From
the Chairman
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A key element of Farm Stock’s 5 year
strategic plan is ‘To support members to
improve business performance’ and
later this year a new and unique service
will be launched to group members.
Andrew Grant of Riddell Farm and
Vice Chairman of Farm Stock Scotland,
explained ‘a pilot study has been
completed and later this year we will
include lamb growth rates on kill sheets
allowing producers to compare their
performance with Farm Stock benchmarks. We see as a huge step forward
and a very valuable management tool
offering our members a service that no
other routes to the market can provide’
he continued.
Farm Stock Director John Prentice from
Brockholes Farm, Duns, added ‘Farm
Stock has a huge amount of as yet
unused data and it is time we started
using this valuable resource.
Personally I think it is an absolutely
brilliant benchmarking tool for
assessing lamb performance for anyone
producing prime lambs off grass.’

As a further extension of this service
Farm Stock fieldsmen will also carry
out a producer survey to investigate areas where the co-op can build on existing
member services. Benchmarking data
such as lambing percentages and ewe
weights will also be collated. Farm
Stock will be then able to provide Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s) including ewe efficiencies, lamb rearing
percentages and production levels in
terms of kgs of lamb produced per ewe
and per hectare.
Ruth Wilson who farms at Clackmae,
Earlston and who was part of the
original pilot study, said ‘Farm consultants would typically charge to calculate
lamb performance data like this and
Farm Stock will be providing this valuable information as part of the consigner
package. It will add even greater value
to trading though the co-op and I hope
everyone will make maximum use of
the new service.’

New Fieldsman joins
Farm Stock
Guy Old is joining the full time Farm Stock fieldsman team with effect from 1st June covering
Dumfriesshire, Cumbria and Northumberland. ‘We are delighted Guy is becoming part of the
team and he is taking us into a new trading area which is an integral part of our expansion
plans’ said Farm Stock Operations Manager, David Marshall.
Guy is from a family farm near Newton Stewart and is an experienced
stockman having worked on beef and sheep farms for many years with
the last three years spent in the animal health industry. ‘I enjoy working with stock and I have been very impressed with Farm Stock’s
consigner package and the professionalism of the business. I am really
looking forward to working with them and helping to deliver their
ambitious expansion plans’ said Guy.
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Creep feeding early lambs
Early indications are that new season lamb prices will
show a significant improvement on the 2015 trade.

Quality is in the Detail

Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd

Creep feeding lambs early in the season in order
to target sales to coincide with peak lamb prices
from May to early July can be economically
beneficial provided the increased gain exceeds
the extra associated feed costs.

by John Naylor,
Northumbrian
Quality Feeds

A very high quality concentrate should be fed
with good palatability. Feed conversion
efficiency (Kgs of feed required for 1Kg of live
weight gain) will vary from 4:1 before weaning
to 12:1 as lambs get older. Price per Kg also
deteriorates as lambs get older.
The sooner the lambs reach marketable weights
the more efficient becomes the operation both
financially and in lamb performance.

Pros
Lambs away sooner
Hit higher prices (£5 on feed now goes a
lot further than £5 in Autumn/Winter)

Cons
Cost of feed
Cost of creep feeders
Management among cattle

Reduce losses
Reduce animal health costs
Reduce pressure on ewes
Reduce grazing pressure
Improve marketability
- Bloom
-Carcase quality
-Killing out percentage

Is Carcass Shelf Life the Answer to Smoothing
the Supply Curve?
The average lamb carcass shelf
life in the UK of 2 – 3 weeks
means that abattoirs slaughter
to meet their demand. This
slaughter programme bears no
relation to the supply peaks
and troughs from producers.
Contrast the UK 2 – 3 weeks
with New Zealand’s 100 days
plus and the UK supply chain
has a major limiting factor to
balancing supply and demand.
The two main factors that
influence carcass keeping
quality are cleanliness and
hygiene at every stage in the
supply chain, and minimal
levels of livestock stress.
Consequently the treatment
and cleanliness of livestock pre
-slaughter are hugely
important to reducing potential
contamination and in extending shelf life.
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Key on farm factors to reducing bacterial
loading and stress on livestock are
*Avoid diets and health conditions
which encourage runny faeces
*Maintain lambs with short wool
around the anus, vulva and belly
*Load dry lambs and avoid wet
conditions
*Remove feed for at least 8 hours
prior to loading
*Ensure loading is quiet and calm
Transport has been shown to have a big
effect on both stress levels and hide
contamination which in turn affects both
the bacterial loading on the carcass and
the chemistry / texture of the meat. Key
elements are
*Distance and time over which
livestock are transported
*Withholding of feed prior to
slaughter
*Holding times in the lairage
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From the Procurement Desk
Beef

by Operations Manager David Marshall

Who would have predicted, after all
the talk of cows going off farms
and not being replaced we would be in
the same over supply situation as last
year. The current waiting time is
around 2 weeks for most of our processor’s.
Prices are well back on the year and it
is hard to be positive at the time of
writing with R4L Steers and Heifers are
trading around 320p per Kg. This is
around 30p back on the year on top the
50p drop producers took last year, you
have to wonder where it will all end.
Cull cows are the exception to clean
cattle with all classes meeting keen
completion from processors. Store cattle are now making up a significant part
of the cattle side of our business, and
we are keen to expand this. Prices are
understandably back in price on the
year by around £70 per head.

Lamb
As this is being written, mid-way
through the lambing season general
reports are of an average lambing, but
as we all know things can change
quickly. On a positive note it looks
like there will not be the large carryover of hogget’s we had last year.
Over the last season we have being
dealing with seven front line outlets,
and now we can assure producers that
we have a good outlet for whatever
type of stock you produce. The new
service we will be offering this coming season will be Cull ewes as we at
long last have secured a sound outlet.
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Organic
Organic produce has seen a small
but significant resurgence over the
season, and to date have given producers a worthwhile premium for
both cattle and lambs. It has helped
no end that we have added another
top line
abattoir to our list of
organic outlets.
At this time the premium is around
20% on cattle and 10% on lamb. We
have been encouraged by the loyalty
of our organic producers who have
stuck by the principle of organic
farming through thick and thin, and
it is pleasing that they are now at
last getting a good return for their
efforts.

Bolfracks crowned Tesco Organic
Lamb Producer of the year
Bolfracks Estate, at Aberfeldy, Perth who
have been organic since 2001, recently
won Tesco Organic Lamb Producer of
the year. Managed by farm manager
Alasdair Fraser (pictured), Bolfracks
Estate carries Lleyn and Texel X ewes,
with the majority of lambs finishing off
grass. Alasdair supplies lambs to Farm
Stock through fieldsman Bryan Robb
with the vast majority of the lambs being
processed at McIntosh Donald in
Portlethen.
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Since November I have been
completing the Scottish
Enterprise Rural Leadership
Program, alongside nearly 40
other fascinating participants
from across the length and
breadth of Scotland. My fellow
Rural Leaders have included
farmers, accountants, farm advisors,
bankers, vets, other co-operative staff, land agents and
abattoir staff.
Getting to meet such an inspired group of people challenges you into thinking the
unthinkable and got me right out of my comfort zone!
The course covered assessing our leadership skills as well as learning about how to get
the best out of working with the media both traditional and new. Sessions on dealing
with conflict situations were really thought provoking. The three visits to Holyrood,
Westminster and Brussels were also very timely given the recent elections and
referendum.
The course also included business development, economics and marketing. The personal
development sessions questioned why I do my job, what I enjoy and what I want to do in
the future.
From a FSS perspective it has made me think about how I work with colleagues and
livestock producers. How can FSS provide an even better service to its membership and
what opportunities exist for developing the co-operative in the future. I would definitely
recommend the course to anyone either running a rural/farm business or aspiring to run
one in the future.

More Success for Jim Kennedy
Farm Stock Fieldsman Wins Supreme at LiveScot
Jim Kennedy, Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd
Fieldsman for Galloway Lamb and the South
West of Scotland won his first overall
championship at LiveScot back in December
alongside his son Wallace. Jim who combines
his FSS fieldsman duties with his farming at
Lyonpark, Maybole, won with a pair of homebred March born Beltex ewe lambs which
weighed in at 44kg.
Jim, who has also won the overall prime lamb competition at the Highland
Show, has announced he is hanging up his showing white coat at the end of
2016. Jim who was absolutely delighted to win said, “I have always wanted
to win at LiveScot and that’s another one ticked off my bucket list! They
had super carcases, with great loins and I was really chuffed especially as
they were bred using my own home bred tups.”
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Provisional December census figures
indicate the ewe flock across the UK
was effectively the same size in the
autumn of 2015 as it had been in 2014.
In Scotland, a comparison with 2014 is
made difficult by a change in reporting, but it is likely that a small
decrease in ewe numbers was offset by
more ewe lambs being put to the tup.
Most reports about scanning in
Scotland have been positive, pointing
towards a larger crop of lambs. By
implication, an increased lamb crop is
likely to place downwards pressure on
farmgate prices, unless there is a further strengthening of demand.
However, New Zealand is expected to
slaughter 8% fewer lambs between
October 2015 and September 2016
than a year earlier. With tight feed
conditions
pushing
slaughterings
sharply higher between October and
December, this suggests that come
summertime, there will be less lamb
for the UK and EU to import than in
2015.

Senior Economics
Analyst, Quality
Meat Scotland

uncertainty over the UK’s EU
membership has pushed the sterling
exchange rate lower, supporting hogg
prices. If the UK votes to remain on
June 23, then sterling will gain ground,
potentially placing some downwards
pressure on export margins, which will
then feed through to the farmgate
price. A vote to leave may have the
opposite effect.
On balance, higher domestic supply
and the potential of a firmer exchange
rate seem likely to more than offset the
decline in imports, suggesting that
prices could struggle to match last
year’s levels.

However, in the run up to Islamic
festivals, there tends to be a short-term
boost to the lamb trade. This year,
Ramadan commences in early June
while Eid al-Adha falls in early
Another factor at play will be the EU September.
referendum. In recent months,

Farm Stock Participates in Sheep Sector Review
Farm Stock has been participating in a Sheep Sector
Review working party convened by Cabinet Secretary Richard Lochhead, with the remit of identifying
actions that will deliver broad ranging changes for
the good of the whole sheep sector.
Chaired by John Scott, 2014 Farmers
Weekly Sheep Farmer of the Year, and
comprising farmers and other representatives from all sectors of the sheep industry, discussions have been wide ranging
including the seasonality of lamb production, profitability and communication
throughout the supply chain, technical
and genetic improvement, data sharing as
a management tool, carcass presentation
and shelf life and Scotch lamb branding.
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The final report containing a series of
recommendations and actions will be
presented to the Cabinet Secretary and
launched at Scotsheep on 1st June.

Scott Country Lamb AGM,
BBQ and Farm Tour

Diary Dates

Ailsa Tweedie (pictured with her family) Scott
Country Lamb Secretary, reports that this year’s
Scott Country Lamb AGM, BBQ and Farm Tour
is being hosted by Rob and Alison Tinto at
Colmsliehill Farm, Galashiels. Taking place
on the 22nd June 2016, it is open to all Scott
Country Lamb members. The Tinto’s run a herd
of Aberdeen Angus cross suckler cows and a
flock of Cheviot based ewes producing prime
lambs, all of which should be well worth seeing.

AGM
On behalf of the Board of
Directors, we extend an
invitation to our producer
members to attend the
Annual General Meeting of
Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd
Cartland Bridge Hotel,
Lanark
Tuesday 26st July 2016,
6:30pm prompt
***

Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd
has plans firmly in place to
attend ScotSheep on 1st June
2016 at Blythbank farm, West
Linton, Peeblesshire,
EH46 7DF
(see enclosed)

New Chairman for Ayrshire Lamb
Francis McMillan from
Shallochpark Farm, Girvan
has taken over as Chairman
of Ayrshire Country Lamb
Ltd from John Andrew.
Well known to farmers in
Ayrshire, Francis manages
2000 Lleyn ewes for Bargany Estates. The new
vice-chairman is David Whiteford from
Maxwelston, Dailly.

Tel: 01750 72 33 66
Fax: 01750 72 33 77
Email: farmstock@farmstock.co.uk

https://twitter.com/Farm_Stock

The 2016 Annual General Meeting will
take place on Thursday 2nd June at
the Queensferry Hotel, St Margaret's Head,
North Queensferry, KY11 1HP.

Key Marketing dates
2016
7th June… Ramadan begins
13 September… Eid-ul-Adhu Muslim
Festival
th

2017
14th February… Valentine’s day
16th April… Easter 2017

Major Supply Chain Conference Planned
Later this year as part of its 20th anniversary celebrations, Farm Stock will hold a major lamb
supply chain conference bringing together farmers, processors, the main retailers and market
research organisations representing the consumer. It is hoped that a farmer and key figure in
the New Zealand lamb industry will be the main speaker. A date for the conference which will
held in Edinburgh will be announced once travel arrangements for the keynote speaker have
been arranged.

Contact the Team

***
Farm Stock (Scotland) Ltd
Studio 1
Lindean Mill
Galashiels
TD1 3PE

Caledonian Organics AGM

David Marshall
Operations Manager
07808 329 719

Colin Mair
Ayrshire Country
Lamb Fieldsman
07976 605130

Victoria Stebbings
Livestock Procurement
Officer
07767 298 382

Jim Kennedy
Galloway Lamb
Fieldsman
07774 281 735

Jonny Williams
Livestock Procurement
Officer
07817 702 988

Ian Douglas
Lothian Lamb
Fieldsman
07885 367 151

Guy Old
SW Scotland, Cumbria
& Northumberland
077766088900

Bryan Robb
Stirling and
Perthshire
07818 000 877

Marjory Tennant
Administration
01750 723 366

Robert Paterson
Perthshire
07761 931 008

For all the latest news
www.farmstock.org.uk
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